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‘ WHILE’ is a productive social media platform

that focuses on users’ mental growth in various

aspects of life. It will also save a lot of time and

energy by providing all the necessary services

they require in a single place. This platform can

completely change how people think about

social media platforms and tremendously boost

productivity among our nation's youth, which

will contribute to our nation's development.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

WHILE is DPIIT certified startup.

DPIIT stands for Department of Promotion of

Industry & Internal Trade and it provides

recognition to startups. This recognition helps

Startups avail the benefits of the

Government's Flagship Startup India Scheme.



WHILE is recognized  by StartinUP,  a

testament to our commitment and

innovation. While has has secured a

significant Prototype Development Grant of

2.5 lakhs from UP government, a milestone

supporting our continued growth and

development."



WHILE has proudly achieved the distinction of

being recognized as the Best Women-Led

Startup, a testament to our dedication and

innovation in this category. This achievement

underscores our commitment to excellence

and highlights the significant strides made by

our team in the entrepreneurial landscape.



Professor Vineet Kansal, Director of IET

Lucknow has always been a beacon of

support, steering our startup towards

success. Their visionary guidance has been

instrumental in shaping our entrepreneurial

journey.Gratitude to our director for their

unwavering belief in our venture. 

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT



Our truest supporter, 

Dr. RCS Chauhan Associate Professor has

always been an inspiration to us.  The photo

reflects the supports that goes beyond the

classroom, fostering innovation and growth.

Grateful for our mentor's wisdom and

dedication, which have played a pivotal rolein 

our startup's development.



Our success in winning the Best Woman-Led

Startup Award is deeply attributed to the

unwavering support of our incubation center,

skillfully managed by Mr. Sandeep. The center

provided crucial financial support, strategic

guidance, and a collaborative environment

that empowered our venture to flourish.

Under Sandeep Sir's leadership, we also

secured a significant Prototype Development

Grant of 2.5 lakhs, fueling our innovation and

growth.



The Head of ECE Department Dr. Subodh 

Wariya, Professors and other faculty 

members unwavering support is the reason 

for our success. Their guidance, mentorship, 

and motivation have made our startup 

thrive. The award in our hands is a 

testament to the collective effort—where 

their support has made it all possible, fueling 

our journey towards success.


